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mods list: screalsc Jan 22, 2020 In this mod, heroes, unit stats, and their upgrades scale to their real-world
counterparts. This means that ranged units will move slower than infantry, and it also means that heroes and
abilities are very powerful. This mod is designed to be an easier version of the mod RealScale, which scales
everything up, but this mod scales everything down. starcraft real scale mod mods list: screalsc2 Nov 25, 2017
Screalsc 2.0.0: Legendary Hack A mod that combines the Real Scale mod with the Legendary Hack from
StarCraft II, added some new units, and fixed many bugs. The Legendary Hack has an additional 0.5%
technology to the one used in Real Scale. Jul 10, 2017 Star Craft Real Scale 2.0 Real Scale 2.0 This is the
second version of the Real Scale Mod with the most additions, bug fixes and features to the previous version.
May 15, 2017 The Realscale mod is the first SC2 mod i ever made. I didn't think it would take off like it has
because i thought there was already a good real scale mod out there. But as it turned out, more and more
people were searching for a mod to scale everything down. So i decided to make my own and see if i could
make a good one. Hem, on the game's website I have a thread on it. But it seems to be old. Aug 9, 2015 I
made a mod that is similar to this. I started working on it in 2015, and it works very well for a mod, but the
small communities I found on my forum are dead. So I decided to abandon it, but I made a lot of progress on
it. If anyone would like to try it, it's under "Modders Nexus". Starscaled mod Sep 4, 2019 Starcraft 2 : Series:
Get to work! ( official playlist ) Real scale Sep 4, 2019 Starcraft 2 : Series: Get to work! ( official playlist )
Real scale mod Sep 4, 2019 Starcraft 2 : Series: Get to work! ( official playlist ) Real scale 2 Sep 4, 2019
Starcraft 2 : Series: Get to work 2d92ce491b
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